AMENDMENT TO FEI DRESSAGE WORLD CUP™ RULES
2021-2022

In November 2020, the FEI Board approved the FEI Dressage World Cup™ Rules for 2021-2022, in which the main change was the introduction of the short Grand Prix as the qualifying competition for the Grand Prix Freestyle.

This decision impacted the list of MERs for Tokyo, specifically all CDI-Ws listed in April, May and June 2021.

As per the approved FEI Dressage World Cup™ Rules, these CDI-Ws should schedule the short Grand Prix; however, Olympic Games MERs can only be obtained in the “regular” Grand Prix.

The FEI Board approved, as an emergency resolution, that CDI-Ws listed as MER Events for Tokyo, must schedule the “regular” Grand Prix instead of the short Grand Prix as per the FEI Dressage World Cup™ Rules.

This exception will no longer apply after 21 June 2021, which is the end date of the Tokyo qualification period.

All CDI-W qualifiers would thereafter have to schedule the short Grand Prix, as per the approved FEI Dressage World Cup™ Rules.
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